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Abstract. In the domain of data model quality two independent approaches can be identified. The first one proposes a global view mainly based on quality models and frameworks, focusing on high level quality characteristics such as minimality, maintainability and evolvability and on metrics for measuring them. A second research track has concentrated for decades on the analysis of specific problems, ranging from unnormalized structures to unsatisfiability. The latter proposes means for formalizing, detecting and correcting particular defect patterns. Both of these approaches address data model quality issues, but in independent ways. In this paper, we present an attempt to address database schema quality through both approaches in a common framework. We summarize the main concepts and reasoning basis of a project devoted to database schema quality. We propose an operational framework that combines the contribution of both global and analytical views of quality. Our global view focuses on defects categories to evaluate schema quality and error side effect. Our analytical view translates into detection and correction methods of these defects. The final purpose of this work is to propose a precise, intuitive and easy to use quality management methodology for database schema.

1 Introduction

Quality has become one of the major topics in software engineering. Research and industrial communities acknowledge that such concepts as maintainability, portability or evolvability translate in technical terms users satisfaction and economical stakes. The question has been at the core of software engineering for more than three decades. In the nineties, authors have already assessed the impact of poor quality and errors made during the modeling phase [1]. During the last few years quality of models became more and more important owing to the increasingly popular MDE approaches mainly relying on modeling and models transformations.

Looking at data model quality, one can make the distinction between two research approaches. The first one comprises proposals allowing a global assertion of the schema quality through such key concepts as quality models, frameworks and metrics. Quality models are mainly composed of definitions of global quality characteristics [2, 3] while frameworks define particular views and/or contexts
of use for the characteristics [4–6]. These authors define metrics that provide a numerical evaluation of the characteristics of a particular schema. On the other hand some authors study very specific problems as, for example, normalization [7–9], visualization [10, 11], satisfiability [12] and more generally the intra-model consistency [13, 14], etc. They propose a limited but formally defined view of model quality that includes precise problem identification techniques and problem solving.

As far as model quality is concerned, both research approaches have their advantages and limitations. The first one provides an abstract, fast but imprecise global evaluation of a model that can translate into, e.g., development and maintenance time and cost. The second one leads to a precise identification of intuitive classes of structural problems and to their solution, but is of no help when a global evaluation is required. Though they both address the problem of data quality problem, they have been so far developed independently of each other.

The goal of our research is to build a framework that relies on both global and analytical approaches. The result that we would like to obtain is a framework easily applicable and intuitive. This framework will propose methods and tools for addressing specific structural problems and assessing schema quality. Quality assessment will also be associated with particular correction methods. This framework will be valid for data models of future software systems as well as for models of existing, and even legacy, software systems.

Our research focuses on persistent data structures, that is, on database schemas. Though this proposal is independent of the schema abstraction level (i.e., it covers both PIM and PSM levels), we will base the discussion on conceptual examples expressed in a variant of the ER formalism [15].

This paper is structured as follows. First, we recall some aspects of global (section 2) and analytical (section 3) approaches. Section 4 presents our proposal for unifying the these approaches. In section 5 we illustrate our approach with an elementary study of a specific quality characteristic, namely understandability. The last section (6) includes first conclusions and future work.

2 Global approaches of schema quality

In this section, we address informally the main characteristics of the global approaches to schema quality. Quality frameworks and models can be classified into identifiable categories:

- Quality models: they may also be viewed as hierarchical frameworks since they propose a tree-structured view of the quality. The root concept is the global quality which is divide into different global aspects of the quality. Each of these global aspects can also be refined into more specific aspects. The leaves are generally associated with metrics. One of the most famous example is the ISO9126 standard [2]. In this standard, the first level is the quality. The second level copes with such characteristics as maintainability or efficiency. The third level details sub-characteristics depending on one
characteristics, e.g., stability and analyzability contributing to maintainability. In the domain of the database schema, similar hierarchical models have been proposed, e.g., by Hoxmeier [16]. Quality models may also be associated with other kinds of frameworks. For example, some quality models express the links between the characteristics [17, 4] or the relationships between the characteristics and the actors of the modeling process [4]. Quality models have the advantage to propose a structured view, but as quality terms are often at a high abstraction level, they may prove difficult to apply. Furthermore, definitions often are ambiguous due to the lack of agreement on the meaning of essential terms.

- Formalization framework: frameworks of this category are quite uncommon. They propose a methodology for building quality metrics using mathematical properties the metrics have to satisfy [18, 19]. Thus these frameworks may not provide quality definition, but a way to enhance the validity of new metrics.

- Causality framework: rather than proposing a hierarchical view of quality, some authors highlight the influence of some quality characteristics on others [17, 5, 20]. This kind of frameworks seems to have more practical use than the others but often require costly empirical validation that provides precise numerical coefficients that measure the characteristics correlation. Moreover, these models address a limited number of quality characteristics. In this category, we can mention the work of Kesh [17] and Maes and Poels [5].

- Semiotic framework: these proposals started with the work of Lindland and al. [21]. They are designed for conceptual model in general and they are rooted in the study of sign processes and detail quality into syntactic, semantic and pragmatic aspects. Later, Krogstie made a new proposal [6] integrating additional aspects such as physical quality and social quality. These frameworks give a constructivist world-view [6], i.e., they represent the situation of quality aspects with the related actors of the modeling process (e.g., model, language, user). Other proposals were made occasionally but are very close to the framework of Krogstie [4, 22]. These frameworks have the advantages to represent the modeling context and to link the quality with it. Unfortunately they also stay at a very theoretical level without proposing easily usable means for assessing the quality.

As main advantages of quality frameworks, we can underline the global assessment of the quality and the structuring of the reasoning induced by the frameworks. Nevertheless quality characteristics have different meaning across different frameworks. The frameworks also stay at a theoretical level that impairs their understandability and/or usability.

Considering the data model domain, several metrics are available. Among the different proposals the complexity of the metrics expression may vary from simplistic to overly complex. Metrics are based on counting particular schema objects such as entity types, attributes, relationship types, is-a hierarchies, etc. Using empirical studies, the authors assess the value of some quality characteristics. These values are associated with the result of the simple object counts,
which, for example, may be used to define linear or quadratic polynomial functions using objects count results as parameters. As example we may underline the work of Piattini et al. [23–25] concerning UML class diagrams metrics based on structural properties. Metrics may also be included in a more global view of quality represented by a quality model [26]. The simplest metrics functions are shaped as $\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i x_i$, where $a_i$ is a coefficient and $x_i$ a simple objects count. The expression below presents an example of a more complex metrics, where $ASvsC$ is the Associations versus Classes metrics, $N^{AS}$ is the number of associations in an UML class diagram and $N^C$ is the number of classes [27]. Typically, the $ASvsC$ score has to lie between, e.g., 0.3 and 0.6. A result below 0.3 indicates a lack of relationships between classes while a result above 0.6 probably testifies to a lack of modularity (spaghetti-like schema).

$$ASvsC = \left( \frac{N^{AS}}{N^{AS} + N^C} \right)^2$$

A metric may evaluate quality characteristics like the clarity or expressiveness [28] or low level properties like structural properties [27, 29]. A global overview of metrics is, as for the frameworks types, out of the scope of such a paper, but the following advantages and limitations may be expressed. Metrics are directly applicable and easily usable. However they often are unintuitive and are very costly to validate. This induces difficulties for interpreting results. Furthermore, metrics quality evaluations are based on occurrence frequencies of specific objects in a schema and the comparison with the authorized value intervals of these frequencies. Thus metrics give only a global quality result that hardly allows users to locate some precise defects they can correct in a schema.

3 Analytic approaches to schema quality

An analytic approach concentrates on specific types of defects. Such defects can be formally detected. Their harmfulness has been studied and correction techniques have been proposed. Many proposals have been made for the detection and the correction of specific defects located in models. Some of them may be general enough to concern most of the software product types, such as syntactic errors. Others concern only specific models types as for example the normalization which address data schema and was originally designed for the database logical schemata [7–9]. Defects can be classified according different aspects, e.g., syntax, semantics, readability or maintainability. In our work, we focus on the structural defects, that can be formally identified by schema analysis. The problems related to the application domain semantics have not been considered. We have also discarded visualization aspects [10, 11] (distance between objects, shape, color, etc.) and concrete syntax of the models (e.g., complying with the graphical convention of a specific editor) which can be dealt with independently. However, as data models imply a graphical representation, the visual aspect
cannot be ignored. Its influence and the way it is taken into account will be mentioned in Sec. 5.

Two types of defects can be highlighted. The first includes the normalization defects which are structures in the schema that suggests, and sometimes even scream opportunities for transformations, considering specific requirements like the readability, the evolvability, the performance, etc.. This definition is derived from the bad-smells definition given by Mens and Demeyer [30]. The second type of defects are the correctness defects which comprises the errors that prevent the schema to be translated into a physical schema or to meet users expectations. Uninstantiable structures form an important class of errors: they are schema constructs for which there is no valid instances [13, 12]. As we focus on defects patterns, we may underline the recent work of Wahler [31]. He proposes a pattern approach for defining and detecting UML-OCL constraints inconsistencies. Normalization defects (ND) are awkward or inappropriate structures that don’t make the schema incorrect or not instantiable. A change in the schema is not mandatory in opposition to the correctness defects (CD) that have to be corrected. Examples in figure 1 give an example of two CD and one ND. Schema (a) violates a syntactical rules stating that the super-type and one of its sub-type may not have attributes with the same name. Schema (b) contains a semantic error due to unsatisfiable cardinality constraints (the only finite population satisfying COURSE is empty). Schema (c) is correct but includes an is-a relation with only one sub-type but a partition constraint (symbol P). Normally, the super-type and sub-type should be merged since they have the same population.

![Fig. 1.](image)

(a) ER schema containing syntax error. (b) ER schema containing a semantic error. (c) ER schema contains an abnormal construct.

Let us finally mention the class of unexpressive or insufficently expressive structures. They are correct structures whose semantics could be better expressed through more appropriate structures. Two examples are very common, namely attribute entity types (simple properties expressed as entity types instead of attributes) and relationship entity types (associations expressed through en-
tity types instead of relationship types). Unexpressive structures may be con-
sidered as ND that may reduce the conciseness of the schema, hence its read-
ability, and finally its maintainability. Eick [32] propose a first approach on data
schema understandability and its enhancement using transformations. Rauh and
Stickel [33] also proposed a transformation based solution for normalizing ER
schemas. Finally, Assenova and Johannesson also studied the schema readability
and propose a solution for restructuring a schema based on transformations [34].

As compared with global approaches, which produces metrics based on fre-
quencies and ratios of simple objects (entity types, attributes, relationship types,
is-a links, ans so on), analytical approaches study object patterns that generally
are complex and semantically rich, but without attempting to count them. In ad-
dition, these patterns are most often associated with correction transformations
that can be used to improve the quality of the schema.

4 Proposal of a combined approach

The goal we have chosen to reach in this research is to design a quality evaluation
and improvement framework for database schemas. In particular, by integrat-
ing the contributions of the global and analytical approaches, we expect (1) to
augment global approaches with metrics based on semantically rich structural
patterns considered as defects, (2) to associate with each structural pattern cor-
rection transformations that can be either suggested or automatically applied. By
targeting precise structural defects, we expect more informative metrics which
better describe the quality of the schema.

Practically, we have structured our work in three steps. The first step is
the identification of defect families, formalized by generic patterns resulting
from various domains of database theory such as relational normalization, con-
ceptual normalization, satisfiability, redundancy techniques, empirical (good)
practices, etc. The second step consists in integrating these patterns into global
quality frameworks, hence improving existing metrics systems. The third step
addresses quality improvement. This process mainly relies on transformational
techniques [35].

The framework we are building is made up of four components.

– A defect taxonomy. Each of the families mentioned in Section 3 are decom-
posed into more specific categories. The correctness defects family comprises
two categories, namely syntactical errors and inconsistent constructs. The
normalization defects family includes seven categories: non minimal con-
structs, unexpressive constructs, abnormal constructs, irregular constructs,
redundant constraints, redundant structures, internal redundancies, presenta-
tion defects and standard violation. Each defect of each category is pre-
cisely defined by a structural predicate with which the schema can be parsed
to identify defect instances. Such predicates can be expressed in some sort of
constraint language such as UML OCL [36] or through logic-based languages
as described in [35]. In addition, each defect receives a practical documenta-
tion comprising an informal description, the conditions, the paradigm and
the abstraction level of the schema where it generally appears as well as some representative examples.

- A limited set of quality characteristics. These characteristics are drawn from standard global approaches proposed in the literature. They are linked to the defects families and categories. The links indicates the influence without using precise ratio factors in order to keep the framework as simple as possible. The rationale of this influence is also explained.

- Assessment methods for the quality characteristics. For assessing the global value of a characteristic we propose a simple counting method based on weights. The weights are declared in the properties of the specific defects description. Assessment also includes a relative evaluation for equivalent structures. Considering a quality characteristic and two different but semantically equivalent structures for expressing the same concepts, the structure with the higher weight for the characteristic would be a better choice, all other weights being equal. A validation procedure is being experimented with the help of a limited team of database design experts. The experts are asked to sort semantically equivalent structures according to their preferences. This procedure seems to bring important advantages compared with usual global approach validation processes: the expert have to compare and to evaluate small structural patterns and not complete schemas, their evaluation is reusable since they are domain independent and finally, the requested effort is quite small (typically half a day).

- Correction methods for the defects detected. When it is possible, corrections methods and changes advises are proposed for improving schema quality. If the correction is obvious and there is only one possible choice, the change can be applied automatically. In the other cases, a list of solutions is propose to the users of the framework. Defects correction will rely on transformational techniques. Model transformations is one of the main baseline of the MDE approach and is known since years in the database domain [35]. This approach follows that of Assenova and Johannesson [34] though we also use non semantics-preserving operators.

5 First application on schema “understandability”

As a first illustration, we will discuss the concept of understandability. There is so far no agreement on a common definition even though the main idea is accepted by most authors. Table 1 collects some of the most popular definitions. Those definitions are very abstract, so that the authors cannot provide detail about how to evaluate the understandability of a software artifact in general. Except for the last definition that refers to design and structure, the understandability may be considered under various contexts: adequate choice of name, appropriate visual organization, design complexity, etc. Understandability metrics may compute the total time required by the reader for understanding the schema. Unfortunately, this is an “a posteriori” metric. An “a priori” global evaluation is a lot more difficult to develop since human ability and experience differ among users.
Table 1. Understandability definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A software requirement specification (SRS) is understandable if all classes of SRS readers can easily comprehend the meaning of all requirements with a minimum of explanation. Readers include customers, users, project managers, software developers, and testers.</td>
<td>Davis et al. [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The understandability is the capacity of the software product to be understood, learned, used and attractive to the user, when used under specific conditions.</td>
<td>ISO/IEC 9126 [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An SRS is understandable if all classes of SRS readers can easily comprehend the meaning of all requirements with a minimum of explanation.</td>
<td>Krogstie [6] inspired from Davis et al. [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understandability is defined as the ease with which the concepts and structures in the data model can be understood.</td>
<td>Moody [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The properties of the design that enable it to be easily learned and comprehended. This directly relates to the complexity of the design structure.</td>
<td>Bansiya and Davis [26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the framework we are developing, we consider the understandability of a schema, disregarding visual aspect, as follows: **We use the global definition of understandability given in the ISO/IEC 9126 norm [2]. We consider that the schema has to be understood by persons who are familiar with the modeling language and its best practices. Hence we consider as a factor of understandability, the adequacy of the schema constructs used with respect to such good practices.** In other words, when the language offers different constructs for expressing a definite concept or fact type, we suggest to use the construct with the highest weight of adequacy according to the reference expert team. Considering the analytical approach, we identified different categories of structures transmitting the same information but using different structural means for that. For each category, experts may associate an understandability score to the patterns. We illustrate this process using the Is-A Partition category.

Figure 2 gives four semantically equivalent but structurally different schemas. Those schemas express the following facts:

1. A has a A1 and a A2;
2. B owns a B1 and a B2;
3. C has a C1 and a C2;
4. A is either a B or a C.

In schema (a), the fact 4 is expressed by an is-a hierarchy in which super-type A has two subtypes B and C. The is-a relationship is defined as a partition, represented with symbol P. In schema (b), the fact 4 is represented using relationship
types with the stereotype $^{1}$ $\text{subt}$, representing the is-a, and an “exactly-1” constraint standing for the partition. Schema (c) represents the information with the downward inheritance, meaning that $A$ is materialized in $B$ and $C$. The stereotype $\text{supt}$ highlights the attributes of the supertype. The textual note indicates the type of the is-a. Finally, the schema (d) stands for the upward inheritance which materialized the subtypes into the supertype. The subtypes elements are marked with the stereotype $\text{subt}$. As in (b), the “exactly-1” constraint represents the partition.

Obviously, schema (a) complies with the best practices in conceptual modeling, while schema (b), (c) and (d) come closer to lower abstraction level models, e.g., the relational model. Those representations of the concept of category/subcategory have been evaluated respectively very good, average, bad and average.

\footnote{Stereotypes are surrounded in the schemas by “<” and “>” signs}
for (a), (b), (c) and (d) by our research team\(^2\). The used scale is composed of 5 values: *very bad*, *bad*, *average*, *good* and *very good*. This scale is also considered as an ordinal scale. Indeed, the difference of quality between two values is hardly quantifiable. Plus, the values are discreet and comparisons between values are authorized (*very bad* < *bad*, etc.).

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the results of the 1st metric applied on a fictive example.

Scores are used to compute the global understandability of the schema for the structures categories. The first metric will give the proportion of *very bad*, *bad*,... in the schema for a category. This metric respect the properties of the ordinal scale used for scoring. The metric highlights understandability problems, but with a composed result. Fig. 3 propose a graphical representation of possible results.

A second metric may be proposed by attributing numerical values to the scores, e.g. *very bad* = 0, *bad* = 1, etc. The weights are transformed to 4, 2, 0 and 2, respectively for (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Fig. 2. This allows us to compute a global understandability measure of any schema for a structures category: for each construct of the schema of the same category, we note the actual weight and the maximum weight. By summing the former on the one hand and the latter on the other hand, then by dividing the first sum by the second one, we get a global understandability measure in the range [0-1]. If the value of this average is close to 0, it indicates a poor quality, while a result close to 1 indicates a good quality. Obtained results are aggregated and easy to read. However, they are violating the ordinal scale properties.

Interestingly, there exist semantics-preserving transformations that produce schema of the Fig. 2 from each other. These transformations are triggered by the

---

\(^2\) Our research team is composed of 4 people. Without taking into account the years of study, experience in the database field of the team is: one has 30 years of experience, another has 10 years and the 2 last have 5 years.
detection of an instance of a source pattern. By selecting the equivalent pattern with the highest weight, we can automatically fix bad smell defects.

6 Conclusion and future work

This paper introduces a quality framework based on specific data models defects. It derives from the merging of two independent approaches, namely global approaches based on metrics, and analytical approaches that study defect categories and their corrections.

By this framework, we improve the precision and the acceptability of global metrics. In addition, we make it possible, not only to evaluate quality characteristics of a schema, but also to improve them.

As shown in [35], transformations are completely specified by pre- and post conditions, so that they can be implemented in CASE tools. We have developed an extension of the DB-MAIN CASE tool which identifies defect patterns in a schema, and which suggests possible improvement.

This work started in early 2007, so that several problems and questions still have to be studied. We mention three of them, on which we are currently working:

- **What are the interactions between the different quality criteria?**
  As the causality frameworks express it, the quality criteria influence each other. This influence has to be made explicit. For avoiding this problem, we will try to obtain a limited set of criteria with disjoint view of quality.

- **May the improvement of a structure change the quality of adjacent structures?** Transformations of a structure may influence adjacent structures. It means that improving a part of the schema may decrease the quality of another part. This has to be made clear and detailed in the transformation properties.

- **Is the automated process a better choice?** One of the main goal of the quality discipline is to obtain automatable processes. However this is not realistic when design expertise is required. As we focus on formalizable problems, the patterns and transformations may be implemented into an modeling tool but some transformations choices will have to be selected manually. As an example, the correction of errors or the choice between transformation having equivalent quality results need human intervention.
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